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Introduc.on

A Sidebar on Broome’s Objec.on

Economic climate models are highly sensi.ve to discount rates and the norma.ve assump.ons that
underlie them [1,2,3]. Stern [1] introduced a posi.ve u.lity discount rate (also called the “pure rate of
.me preference”) to account for human ex.nc.on. The principle defended in this poster generalizes
Stern’s mo.va.on, explaining how his u.lity discount rate is a simplifying applica.on of standard
expected value.

Deﬁni.ons
In order to evaluate climate policies in a standard cost-beneﬁt manner, a common tool are integrated
assessment models which combine simpliﬁed climate physics with simpliﬁed macroeconomics.
Consider an integrated assessment model incorpora.ng standard social rate of .me preference form
of the Ramsey Rule, that is:
SDR = δ + ηg,
where SDR is the social discount rate for consumpBon, δ is the uBlity discount rate, η is the elasBcity
of marginal uBlity of consumpBon, and g is the per capita growth rate of consump.on [4]. The
Ramsey model assumes decision-making under certainty, but this principle extends the Ramsey model
by adding a special class of shocks which are made under risk via u.lity discoun.ng.
I deﬁne a model-independent shock as a shock that is (a) exogenous to the model under
considera.on, and (b) such that, if it occurred, the welfare stream that followed the shock would be
the same between the policies under considera.on (including inac.on).
The ﬁrst condi.on (a) is required because model-independent shocks are addiBons to the model.
Intui.vely, (b) indicates that the shock prevents or blocks the policy from have the expected or
intended eﬀects.
I deﬁne a model-dependent eﬀect to be any modeled eﬀect which is not a model-independent shock.

Principle
Suppose that the sum of the (subjec.ve) probabili.es of model-independent shock(s) at t is Pt(Shock).
Then it is permissible to discount the value of any model-dependent eﬀect at t with a discount factor
(1-Pt(Shock)).

Example

Broome’s [4,5] objec.on to temporal discoun.ng is that it introduces
temporal rela.vity, and that such rela.vity is absurd. Since discoun.ng is
only with respect to future persons, he claims that a model that includes
discounts can (correctly) value a future individual less than an individual
auer that individual would (correctly) value them.
Broome's example is people who die in war. Individuals prior to Caesar's
wars (call them Early Individuals) would judge the u.lity lost in the World
Wars as less bad than Caesar's wars since the discount rate would lead to
heavily discoun.ng the harms from the World Wars due to their large
temporal distance. But to us (Later Individuals), this seems absurd. Surely
the World Wars are many .mes more harmful than Caesar's wars. So the
rela.vism of discoun.ng is problema.c.
But the diﬃcul.es compound, Broome con.nues. The Early Individuals
could be aware that the World Wars would be so much larger and that
they would view the Early Individuals' judgment as absurd. So the
rela.vism is genuine; there is no factual informa.on that diﬀers—just
temporal placement.
But how do we explain our Later Individual judgments about the World
Wars’ greater disu.lity when compared to Caesar's wars? This principle
discounts because of risk. Being the type of creatures that we are, we do
not have uncertainty about how our decisions aﬀect the past. So it is
irra.onal for us to discount the u.lity of events we are certain of; they are
not subject to risk. When Broome claims there is no factual diﬀerence
between the Early Individuals and the Later Individuals, he is begging the
ques.on. For the Later Individuals, the past is a fact, whereas for Early
Individuals the future is only conjecture, which they can assign
probabili.es to as best they can.
So the rela.vism is not surprising or problema.c at all: it is united in the
epistemic capabili.es of the diﬀerent agents. The Later Individuals count
past lives equally, since they are unaﬀected by the policies of Later
Individuals; the Early Individuals discount in line with their risk over how
and whether their ac.ons will aﬀect those yet to come.

Suppose the probability of human ex.nc.on at period t is 0.5% in discrete .me with an outcome
value α, that there are no other relevant model-independent shocks (equivalently, that our subjec.ve
probability of any others is 0%), and that we are pairwise considering policies A and B, which generate
at and bt welfare at t. The principle suggests that, instead of (0.005)(α) + (0.995)(at) as our value of A
at t and (0.005)(α) + (0.995)(bt) as our value of B at t, we can consider discount the value of A to be
(0.995)(at) at t and the value of B to be (0.995)(bt) at t.
One advantage of this approach is that, as long as the outcome value of the shocks are equal, we do
not need to determine their precise value. This approach may thus be simpler than explicitly
incorpora.ng such shocks into a given model.

Discussion

The jus.ﬁca.on of the principle is that, given diﬀerent policies, the model-independent shocks are
constructed to have the same value regardless of the policy chosen. Therefore, they can be removed
without loss of relevant decision-making informa.on. The remaining model-dependent eﬀects are
thus discounted by the factor that remains once the probability of model-independent events are
removed. The model can otherwise be construed as decision-making under certainty.
An advantage of adop.ng this principle is that it allows cost-beneﬁt analyses to limit paradoxes
involved with evalua.ng indeﬁnite streams of welfare. If these probability factors grow in a
predictable manner or can be approximated in this manner, then more streams will converge to a
ﬁnite value.
This principle requires probability es.mates of model-independent shocks; in turn, such es.mates
require analysis of the poten.al classes of such shocks. Such research is necessarily specula.ve and
challenging, but demands further ajen.on.
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